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The Current Response to Workplace Harassment
News and social media coverage in recent years attributes the beginnings of the 
#MeToo movement to a culture of toxic masculinity within the workplace. As a result, 
focus has increased on harassment training in the human resources and compliance 
communities, as well as within federal, state, and municipal government and related 
fair employment agencies.

State-Mandated Training

Recent years have seen state legislatures respond 
to the wave of high-profile harassment cases with 
increased legislation aimed at further protecting 
(and educating) employees about the dangers of 
workplace harassment. In 2018, New York and 
Delaware enacted comprehensive legislation requiring 
employers to train their workforces on this important 
topic. Soon after, California and Connecticut revised 
their existing statutes to require training of nearly 
every employee in those states. In 2019, Illinois 
enacted a law requiring mandatory training for all 
employees, no matter the size of the organization.

With this information in mind, an 
organization interested in promoting 
DE&I goals should seriously consider 
building and maintaining a DE&I 
program to keep the organization’s 
attention and prioritization  
on this important topic. 

Legislation enacted since 2018 brings the total 
number of jurisdictions with a broad-based 
employee training requirement to six states (Maine 
also has existing legislation requiring training). 
Many other states are contemplating similar laws. 
Additionally, some locations are requiring certain 
segments of the workforce to receive training, such 
as in Washington, DC (requires harassment training 
for employees who receive tips); Illinois (special 

training requirement for bars and restaurants); 
and the state of Washington (training requirement 
for those employees likely to work alone). These 
new laws now subject a large percentage of the 
US workforce to mandated harassment training. 

The increase in legislative activity offers insight 
into a future when every organization may be 
required to conduct workplace harassment training. 
As new legislation passes, and more of those 
states that do not require training are issuing 
guidance recommending training, organizations 
of all sizes that have yet to enact a comprehensive 
training program wonder where to start.

Workplace Harassment is 
a Continuing Issue

Workplace harassment is a significant issue for 
employers operating in the United States. Charges to 
the US Equal Employment Opportunity Commission 
(EEOC) and state fair employment agencies 
increased in the wake of the #MeToo movement.

23% of the 
US workforce 
resides in a state 
with mandatory 
harassment training 
legislation.
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The High Costs of Harassment

Despite a high number of harassment reports filed with administrative 
agencies, many employees complain about the inability of most 
preventive training to hold learner attention. As a result, these 
employees are skeptical of the effectiveness of training in changing 
workplace culture, reducing lawsuits, or both. Further, many 
employers see harassment training as expensive and onerous, 
and many more have yet to get beyond the “check-the-box” 
mentality to appreciate the true costs of failing to mount an 
effective response to stop this improper behavior.

The growing number of state laws, administrative guidance, 
court decisions, and expert opinions on the causes of 
workplace harassment often conflict. This conflict leaves 
many businesses confused about what to do. Even those 
organizations that have decided to train face difficult 
decisions when considering how to implement a training 
program. To appreciate the enormity of the problem, 
businesses first should focus on the high costs of failing to take 
any meaningful action to prevent or actively address harassment.

Mandatory Training

Recommended Training

Training for Public Sector
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The prevalence of harassment reports in all forms 
of media reflect significant financial penalties from 
lawsuits, settlements, and regulatory fines. Multi-
million-dollar jury awards and sanctions are regularly 
reported, but these reports often neglect to mention 
the considerable hidden costs that go along with the 
award or settlement figure.

Not all lawsuits pertain to celebrities or widespread 
harassment within an organization. Large awards 
are often entered following harassment complaints 
stemming from seemingly benign facts, making every 
business at risk to sizeable losses. Further, unreported 
fines and settlements still cost employers significant 
monetary losses on an annual basis.

Financial Penalties01

It is common to underestimate the high toll that harassment can take on a business. Much attention focuses on 
large jury awards and publicly-reported settlements from high-profile cases, but the costs of workplace harassment 
exist on a number of levels. 

Many executives are surprised at the total costs associated with failing to take appropriate actions to reduce 
the likelihood of an incident and mitigating it when one occurs. Research provides some compelling insights into 
the true costs of harassment. The findings reveal that any company’s leadership should be mindful of these often-
hidden costs when making decisions about efforts to address workplace harassment.

EEOC Settled

Title VI Harassment Suits

Verdicts

$134,000,000

$43,800,000 $288,675,000

1,938

3,649 202
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Conservative estimates put the average cost of settling 
a lawsuit at $75,0001, and other research estimates 
approximately $331 million was paid out by employers 
to settle harassment lawsuits in 2018 (in addition to the 
reported $134 million in EEOC recoveries). These awards are 
just the tip of the iceberg.

If roughly 5% of filed lawsuits go to litigation, and each 
verdict averages $217,000 as research indicates, 2018 
harassment verdicts would exceed $43 million.

In fiscal 2019, the EEOC processed 26,221 complaints of harassment (all types). The agency 
also recovered $139 million on behalf of those complainants, a number that does not take 
into account mandatory attorney fees paid by employers. Of course, each business paying 
a settlement or penalty also incurred its own legal costs in defending the action.

$217K

$75K

$69K EEOC Settled

Title VI Harassment Suits

Verdicts

Average Penalty/Charge

Litigation and regulatory penalties are simply too high for 
a business not to try to prevent this type of misconduct, 
regardless if the business is in a mandatory training state. 
Further, these costs do not even account for legal and 
regulatory defense costs.

When assessing business risks to budget for harassment 
prevention programs, many business leaders focus on the 
total dollar value of verdicts and settlements resulting from 
cases prosecuted by the EEOC, as reported by the agency. 
This number is quite small relative to the total cost of 
operating a business but is incomplete data when assessing 
the actual risk of incidents of harassment. Leaders need to 
focus on the total number of administrative charges, both at 
the federal level (EEOC) and state fair employment agency 
level because each complaint consumes legal fees and 
leadership time and focus to respond to the complaint.

1 “The Costs of Sex-Based Harassment to Business: An In-Depth Look at the Workplace, International Center for Research on Women, Washington, DC, undated (ca. 2018).
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Based on recent EEOC data, 
approximately 80% of complaints to 
regulators don’t end in recovery. 

The precipitating factors of the non-penalty 
cases range from frivolity and revenge-driven 
complaints to a simple lack of education 
about what actually constitutes harassment 
and how to address it internally. 

Every formal charge, whether or not it 
results in a penalty, carries defense costs 
for the employer. According to Workforce 
Magazine, the actual business cost of 
responding to a formal employment 
complaint (before any penalties) is between 
$75,000-$125,0002. This makes the defense 
itself costlier than most penalties, and this 
cost applies to all formal complaints. 

Smaller companies may dismiss the average 
figure as inapplicable to their situation, yet 
the true costs of defense are irrespective of 
the organization’s size, as are harassment 
cases in the eyes of the law and a jury. 
Indeed, even if a small company were to 
negotiate a smaller settlement, the hourly 
rate of  attorney time remains the same, 
on average. But assuming that a small 
company could save 75% of the average 
cost of defense, the remaining $25,000 per 
reported incident would be better invested in a 
harassment prevention program that reduces 
the likelihood of an incident and improves 
organizational culture at the same time. 

Costs of Formal Complaints02

77+23+I
5,989

Penalties
22,43%

Charges Dismissed
77.57%

20,710

2 Defending a case through discovery and a ruling on a motion for summary judgment can cost an em¬ployer between $75,000 and $125,000. If an employer loses summary 
judgment (which, much more often than not, is the case), the employer can expect to spend a total of $175,000 to $250,000 to take a case to a jury verdict at trial.
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To begin, every internal complaint of harassment should involve an investigation to determine whether the 
complaint is valid and, if so, who is culpable. An investigation typically involves internal investigator fees, human 
resources time expended, attorney and/or a compliance officer involvement, time spent by witnesses preparing for 
and giving interviews, and leadership’s time devoted to evaluating potential outcomes and taking corrective action. 

As mentioned, the 2018 ECI study3 found that 12% of employees witness sexual harassment each year. This 
study also found that 70% of these incidents are not reported. In fact, EEOC and New York City Commission 
data estimates non-reporting rates for incidents of harassment between 70% and 85%4. Based on this data, with 
160 million working Americans, this makes annual incidents of sexual harassment of 19.2 million and internal 
complaints of 5.8 million. 

Focusing on 26,221 EEOC reports in 2019 compared with this ECI data, there are roughly 200 times the number of 
internal complaints of harassment as there are formal administrative agency complaints. The disparity between 
internal and external reports should not come as a surprise, given the low plaintiff-award rate and high concerns 
about retaliation against reporters. 

Internal Investigations03

As stated earlier, 12% of employees report witnessing 
sexual harassment while only 30% of them report 
the incident to the organization. Therefore, observed 
incidents outpace complaints more than three to one. 
Some studies indicate even higher figures of harassing 
conduct and lower percentages of reporting. For 
example, international insurer Hiscox’s harassment 
impact study in 2018 found that 35% of employees 
claim to have suffered workplace harassment 
(including but not limited to sexual harassment) EEOC 
opinions and multiple United States Supreme Court 
cases5 make it abundantly clear it is absolutely the 
responsibility of the employer to protect employees 
from any form of harassment. Even so, there are 
simply too many incidents taking place that are 
going unresolved and (in many cases) unreported.

Harassment Incidents04

12%
of employees report witnessing 

sexual harassment

30%
report the incident

while only

syntrio.com
3 “The State of Ethics & Compliance in The Workplace,” Global Business Ethics Survey, Ethics & Compliance Initiative, Vienna, Virginia, March 2018.
4 Select Task Force on the Study of Harassment in the Workplace, Report of Co-Chairs Chai R. Feldblum & Victoria A. Lipnic, US Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, June 2016. 

Combating Sexual Harassment in the Workplace: Trends and Recommendations Based on 2017 Pub¬lic Hearing Testimony, New York City Commission on Human Rights
5 For one good example, see Beth Ann Faragher, petitioner vs. City of Boca Raton, US Supreme Court, 1998.
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The Soft Costs of Harassment

The extremely high-dollar payouts reported in recent years pale in 
comparison to internal “soft” costs of harassment to businesses. 
Harassment comes at a very high price to businesses in profits 
sacrificed, productivity lost, declining workplace morale, and the overall 
organizational culture put at risk when anything less than full effort is 
put forward to reduce improper conduct.

While an organization’s leadership might find the sheer number of 
incidents reported earlier highly concerning and reason enough to take 
steps to stop it, the number of incidents belie the damages to business 
and employees due to this misconduct. Further, organizations that use 
training and other steps to stop harassment enjoy the reputational and 
cultural benefits from opposing workplace harassment that might offset 
failure-to-act costs.

In addition to the direct costs in penalties and legal defense clearly 
attributable to harassment cases, the additional soft costs of 
harassment incidents add up to real dollars spent on an annual basis if 
the organization does not take steps to prevent this type of misconduct.

NOTE: 
For this discussion, “soft” 
costs typically include 
those costs that are 
indirectly attributable to 
and infrequently identified 
as related to workplace 
harassment, such as 
internal investigations, 
employee morale, 
absenteeism, productivity, 
turnover, and lost 
customer business.

Research finds that harassment victims become 
distracted, are less productive, and contribute 
less discretionary time and effort to the work. The 
same holds true for peers who sympathize with the 
target employee, though to a lesser degree6. In such 
environments, workplace morale and productivity 
typically fall across the board, as employees 
spend more time gossiping about incidents. One 
analysis of sexual harassment estimated $22,500 
of lost productivity per employee per incident 
in environments where harassment occurs7.

Moral & Productivity

The following are the most common impacts of 
harassment allegations faced by businesses today.

6 Sexual Harassment in the Federal Workplace: Trends, Progress, Continuing Challenges, US Merit Sys¬tems Protection Board, 1994.
7 “A Meta-Analysis of the Antecedents and Consequences of Workplace Sexual Harassment,” Willness, Steel, Lee, Personnel undated.
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As transparency increases in the business world, 
companies often risk losing customers or customer 
sales when harassment allegations surface. More 
and more, consumers make buying decisions based 
on business reputation. Companies that tolerate 
harassment suffer public relations and reputational 
damages that can reach millions of dollars. When 
ride-sharing promoter Uber suffered a string of 
damaging headlines in 2017 over sexual harassment 
within the company, many customers deleted their 
Uber app in protest8. This story highlights one instance 
when customer attitudes could be quantified. Most 
other companies, though, will not prospectively see 
such customer concerns so clearly represented in 
data; they simply witness a decline in business.

Lost Business

Various studies analyzed the costs of absenteeism, 
including tardiness and use of sick leave, by employees 
who are targets of harassment9. Costs also may include 
hiring temporary staff to fill in for absent employees. 
Some research also supports that healthcare 
premiums increase as harassment claims go up10.

Absenteeism

Many managers can attest to the difficulty, if not 
inability, to meet team goals when they’re short 
staffed. Work gets assigned to others, which 
causes them to work overtime, or work not to get 
done. A typical Fortune 500 company loses over 
$14 million per year due to harassment related 
turnover. It costs 21% of the salary of an employee 
who departs due to harassment just to replace that 
individual11. Additional turnover costs may include:

• • Reduced productivity while the 
vacant position is filled

• • Cost for hiring temporary staff

• • Recruitment costs, including advertising, 
interviewer time, and background check

• • New hire onboarding costs, including 
orientation, training, and reduced productivity 
until the new hire meets the productivity 
level of the departing employee

Even in trying to compute overall turnover costs, 
an employer also must consider how much 
attrition slows down the business from pursuing 
its goals before it can return to full staffing.

Employee Turnover

8 “Vows to “delete Uber” weren’t just talk: Uber loses market share to Lyft after year of scandal,” Jeffer¬son Graham, USA Today, May 15, 2018. https://www.usatoday.com/story/tech/
talkingtech/2018/05/15/ uber-lost-market-share-lyft-after-year-scandals-emarketer-says/612348002/

9 The cost of sexual harassment in the workplace, Alexis Christoforous, Yahoo Finance (website), December 5, 2017.
10 “Workplace Harassment Study,” Hiscox, Inc., 2018.
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Effect on Targeted Employees
Leaders may also be troubled with the emotional and psychological effects of harassment on employees. This is 
especially concerning since workplace harassment provides no contribution to a business’s success and only hurts 
it and its employees. While these effects may factor into the soft costs identified earlier, leaders who worry about 
how a work environment can detrimentally affect their staff should pay attention. Research by professors Christine 
Porath and Christine Pearson, published in the Harvard Business Review, found significant ways that harassment 
and other uncivil conduct affect employees12. (See sidebar) This research details the profound emotional effect that 
such unwelcome conduct has on targeted employees. What once might have been considered just workplace fun 
and teasing is revealed for its true harm when it becomes clear that a significant percentage of employees suffer 
heavily, and often in silence, due to their peers’ insensitivities and even predatory behaviors.

Non Reporting 

The EEOC found that many employees are hesitant 
to complain about harassment because of the 
possibility of retaliation for making a report. This 
fear of retaliation and general dislike for conflict lead 
many employees to fail to consider the damage to the 
workforce and organization if this type of behavior is 
allowed to persist. This neglect leads to further costs 
of harassment that are less commonly considered. 
A 1994 study of harassment in the US federal 
government workforce found that 90% of those who 
experienced harassment did not report it, even though 
78% indicated they knew the channels to use to report 
misconduct13. A more recent EEOC report referenced 
other studies that found that only 6-13% of targeted 
employees raise complaints about harassment.

Value of Harassment Prevention

When soft costs, defense costs and leadership time 
come on top of regulatory and litigation penalties, 
the financial justification for engaging in a preventive 
harassment education program becomes very clear. 
When the financial costs of harassment are compared 
against the value of educating a business’s employees 
on what is (and is not) harassment, one can see why 
training on this topic is so critical.

12 The Price of Incivility,” by Christine Porath and Christine Pearson, Harvard Business Review, January–February 2013.
13 Sexual Harassment in the Federal Workplace: Trends, Progress, Continuing Challenges, US Merit Systems Protection Board, 1994.

Harassment & Uncivil Treatment’s  
Toll on Workers 

• • 48% of victims intentionally decreased their 
work effort

• • 47% intentionally decreased time spent at work

• • 38% intentionally decreased the quality of  
their work

• • 80% spent work time worrying about  
the incident(s)

• • 63% lost work time avoiding harassing  
co-workers

• • 66% declined performance

• • 78% declined commitment to the organization

• • 12% quit their job due to the uncivil treatment

https://www.syntrio.com
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Ineffectiveness of “Check-the-Box” Training
Recently, the “check-the-box” mentality of training aimed at protecting the company 
in the event a lawsuit occurs faced significant criticism. So why are so many companies 
still taking this approach?

“Any” Training vs. No Training

Despite the recent media attention on workplace harassment, many business leaders still haven’t focused on 
this risk to their employees or organization. The Hiscox study mentioned earlier found 36% of companies do not 
provide harassment training at all (this figure jumps to 54% for companies with fewer than 200 employees). Such 
an approach is, of course, contrary to the recommendations of the EEOC and NYC Commission reports that a lack of 
training will not suffice.

The “any training” approach fails to appreciate the false comfort of ineffective training, which can mask larger, 
cultural problems that likely continue despite “any” training. Research as far back as 2003 analyzed the effectiveness 
of sexual harassment training programs. One study concluded that while sexual harassment training may lead to 
increased awareness of definitions and “gray areas” between appropriate and inappropriate conduct, such training 
generally failed to actually reduce incidents of harassment14. Many businesses that take a formulaic approach to 
training use the same methods for years, despite skepticism regarding its effectiveness amongst both leaders and 
workforces alike. Why?

The reason that many businesses rely on outdated and ineffective training methods partly lies in a pair of late 1990s 
US Supreme Court cases. Faragher v. City of Boca Raton (1998) and Burlington Industries, Inc. v. Ellerth (1998) both 
concluded that a company could mitigate liability for sexual harassment by conducting employee training. The 
“Faragher-Ellerth” defense, as it became known, led to a rush to workforce training using rudimentary instructional 
methods such as talking heads, outdated or poorly-scripted videos, books, and pamphlets to “check the box.”

But is “training just to train” really the 

correct approach? Our experience says 

it simply isn’t good enough to provide 

“some” training.

14 “Does Sexual Harassment Training Change Attitudes? A View from the Federal Level,” Heather Antecol and Deborah Cobb-Clark, Social Science Quarterly, December 2003.
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When California enacted its mandatory training law in 
2005, many eLearning providers crafted their own products 
to simply help businesses “check the box.” Then, as the 
#MeToo movement arose in the late 2010’s, businesses 
failed to change the continued use of superficial and 
outdated training methods. The “check-the-box” mentality 
that the “Faragher-Ellerth” defense created, and that 
pervades so many leadership suites, drew criticism from 
academics and business watchers (blog writers) alike.

This perspective also made it to mainstream 
pop culture through a 1999 South Park episode 
entitled “Sexual Harassment Panda,” in which 
townspeople are unwittingly encouraged to turn 
on one another through dueling litigation.

No matter the medium of criticism, the “check-the-box” 
mentality (and negativity surrounding it) continues to 
permeate training efforts. This needs to change. Yet, 
why do so many companies stay the course and not 
seek greater benefits from their training efforts?

Inadequacy of “One-and-Done” Training

Perhaps the most dangerous mindset about the 
“check-the-box” mentality remains the presumption 
that one-time training will cure any current and 
future problems. The broader belief of harassment 
training’s ineffectiveness emerges directly from this 
“one-and-done” mentality and, in turn, makes the 
questionable quality of training efforts self-evident.

“One-and-done” training is woefully insufficient for 
an organization’s training needs for several reasons:

• • State harassment training requirements 
mandate ongoing training at set intervals

• • One learning event is inadequate to build 
competency

• • Harassment is an evolving risk area and training 
becomes outdated

• • Human behavior is complex and needs 
reinforcement

Changing Perceptions and Expectations

Just as the types and means of harassment change 
over time, a learning approach that factors in a 
changing organization and work climate cannot be 
addressed in a one, two, or even eight-hour training 
session. What might have worked in the past is highly 
unlikely to work in today’s environment. Changes 
such as increasing workplace diversity, social media, 
and shifting societal customs, among others, mean 
differences in what harassment is and how it occurs. 

The facts are simple: The modern workforce is 
armed with a more complex understanding about 
harassment, greater expectations for training, and a 
shorter attention span than before. So, we need to 
adapt to the workforce rather than make it adapt to 
existing training methods.

https://www.syntrio.com
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Expectations for Training
Numerous regulatory efforts were enacted to push beyond the “check-the-box” mentality and reinforce the value 
of training and communications as distinct and important supplements to policy dissemination. The EEOC strongly 
advocates for harassment training. The Commission’s Promising Practices for Preventing Harassment15 report lists 
“Regular, interactive training tailored to the audience and the organization” as one of five core principles an 
employer should take to prevent harassment. The report further states:

Leadership, accountability, and strong harassment policies and complaint systems 
are essential components of a successful harassment prevention strategy, but only 
if employees are aware of them. Regular, interactive, comprehensive training of all 
employees may help ensure that the workforce understands organizational rules, 
policies, procedures, and expectations, as well as the consequences of misconduct.

The EEOC study cited earlier concluded that interactivity in training is critical to a company’s success in preventing 
incidents of harassment. Not surprisingly, many legacy training products in eLearning, video, and live training 
use little more than a “talking head” presenting the material. Conversely, learner attention and participation were 
identified by the EEOC as a hallmark necessity for effective harassment training, as is a fully engaged leadership. 
The EEOC and other experts feel a training program has a much higher likelihood of success when all facets of the 
organization believe in the program they implement.

(As an aside, the other four principles include: “Committed and engaged leadership, consistent   and demonstrated 
accountability, strong and comprehensive harassment policies, a trusted and accessible complaint procedures” — all of 
which can be supported by a comprehensive and effective training effort.)

syntrio.com15 “Promising Practices for Preventing Harassment,” US Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, website, undated. https://www.eeoc.gov/eeoc/publications/promising-practices.cfm
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The EEOC study cited earlier concluded that 
interactivity in training is critical to a company’s 
success in preventing incidents of harassment. 
Not surprisingly, many legacy training products in 
eLearning, video, and live training use little more 
than a “talking head” presenting the material. 
Conversely, learner attention and participation were 
identified by the EEOC as a hallmark necessity for 
effective harassment training, as is a fully engaged 
leadership. The EEOC and other experts feel a 
training program has a much higher likelihood of 
success when all facets of the organization believe in 
the program they implement.

Further evidence of the need for substantial 
interactivity in training programs is shown in the 
states that recently enacted (or revised) harassment 
training laws. In all of the related statutes, 
harassment training increasingly is identified as an 
important means to prevent, identify, and mitigate 
the risks of workplace misconduct. Unsurprisingly, 
interactive training when the workforce is able to 
truly engage with the material is a hallmark of these 
laws.

If the EEOC and state legislature anecdotes on the 
importance of quality, forward-thinking, interactive 
harassment training are not convincing enough, 
state courts held that harassment training is an 
essential component of any harassment prevention 
strategy. For example, in Maria Gaines vs. Joseph 
Bellino (2002), the New Jersey Supreme Court 
held that a failure to provide harassment training 
to managers and supervisors may preclude an 
employer from defending a case based on the 
existence of an anti-harassment policy.

Similarly, in Kostad vs. American Dental Association 
(1998), the US Supreme Court acknowledged the 
importance of harassment training when it held an 
employer could avoid significant damages if it makes 
a good faith effort to train its employees on the 
dangers of harassment in the workplace.

As the workforce evolves, both administrative 
agencies like the EEOC, state legislatures such as 
those in New York, Delaware, California, Connecticut, 
Maine, Illinois, Washington State, DC, and New 
Jersey and state and federal courts (including the US 
Supreme Court) acknowledged first the importance 
of training, and now the importance of proper and 
effective training as part of a good-faith effort to 
eliminate incidents of harassment in the workplace.

https://www.syntrio.com
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Emerging Recognition of Needed Training
The new state training requirements are changing the old training paradigm. 
These new requirements mandate training either bi-annually or annually 
(depending on the state). These requirements for ongoing training came after 
careful consideration of the deficiencies of the “one-and-done” model.

This new approach should point the way that other state legislatures are likely to impose their 
own laws. As a matter of practice, all employers (whether or not in a state with mandatory training) 
should seriously consider ongoing training for all employees as the most promising way to 
change the organization’s culture and so meaningfully reduce harassment incidents.

This gives business leaders something to carefully consider. On one hand, a business confronts high costs 
and other risks from harassment (economic, reputational, and cultural). Businesses also confront the allure of 
great success, partly from higher employee engagement and the discretionary effort from employees that 
effective training programs can foster. So, why would a leader settle with the minimum when competitors 
may be racing ahead with more and better training to gain the greater rewards of employee engagement?

Businesses need to find a solution 
• • Assurance that employees receive a clear 

understanding of proper and improper conduct.

• • Assurance that employees understand expectations 
regarding their behavior toward others and when 
witnessing or learning about harassment.

• • Understanding of the practical challenges regarding 
harassment that employees encounter.

• • Regular reinforcement of these messages to combat 
competing messages from society, peers, or others 
that may undermine the non-harassment message.

• • Repeated communication about the tools and 
resources available to employees to help them 
recognize, evaluate, and address questionable conduct.

• • Leadership’s clear, unambiguous commitment 
to non-harassment and nonretaliation 
that employees will believe.

• • Updates to employees’ understanding of the 
changing forms of harassment and ways it occurs.
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In addition to just interactivity, businesses should seriously consider a learning curriculum designed to foster an 
anti-harassment mindset within the organization. Ideally, a continuum of learning should be identified that cements 
the instruction, regularly reinforces it, and delivers the lesson when and how an employee most needs it. This 
approach is best when provided as a cycle of core learning, augmented by short refresher courses and bite-sized 
learning moments, and supported by communications and other aids that help employees in their daily work. This 
learning continuum also can include instruction that illustrates day-to-day issues and situations that reinforce the 
learner’s ability to understand not just what constitutes illegal harassment but also the sensitivities that his or her 
coworkers may have to all forms of inappropriate behavior. 

A Response Model
Some businesses will select a response approach and stick there, weighing the risks of harassment with other 
factors and available resources. Others will recognize over time that maintaining a substandard response to 
harassment risks may not serve it well in its efforts to become a leading market player. Businesses will also find that 
disengaged workforces lead to diminished leadership capacity within their own industry. Further, those businesses 
that tolerate a culture of harassment will struggle to attract and retain the best employees, sustain the strongest 
reputation, and promote the best teamwork and collaboration amid lingering workplace culture issues.
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